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Foreword
Welcome to our 2021 Annual Report, highlighting the work
undertaken by the Sport and Leisure team at Shetland Islands
Council during the academic year 2020 to 2021 (including summer
2021).
Covid has thrown another challenging year at the Sport and
Leisure team, but I am impressed as always at everyone's
adaptability, tenacity and positive attitude. This has enabled
activities to restart and the beginnings of a return to some
normality in our programmes, which has sometimes meant finding
new ways to deliver leadership activities, extra-curricular sessions
and transition programmes.
The team also took on new projects including a popular mascot
competition during the winter (and second lockdown), forging new
links with clubs, developing our online and communications work,
and organising and delivering a busy summer programme. The
team are also part of three new working groups under the Active
Shetland Strategy, and have also supported the creation of a new
Sport Development Coordinator post at Ability Shetland.
Understandably, it has been daunting for some of our partner
agencies, schools and volunteers to return to pre-pandemic
activities. We are extremely grateful to all who have worked with
us and supported us to be able to return to activities and enable
children to enjoy sport and physical activity sessions with us again.
To the Sport and Leisure team, I would like to express my heartfelt
thanks for their hard work in challenging times and their neverwavering dedication to their roles.
Louise Johnson
Active Schools Manager

Contact information
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Executive Manager

Neil Watt
neil.watt@shetland.gov.uk
01595 744046

Active Schools Manager

Louise Johnson
louise.johnson2@shetland.gov.uk
01595 744050

Active Schools Coordinator Linda Thomson
linda.thomson@shetland.gov.uk
(North Isles)
01595 745669

Active Schools Coordinator Danny Peterson
danny.peterson@shetland.gov.uk
(North Mainland & Whalsay)
01595 744753

Active Schools Coordinator Jacqui Murray
jacqui.murray@shetland.gov.uk
(West Mainland & Sound)
01595 744043

Active Schools Coordinator Sanna Onhausz
sanna.onhausz@shetland.gov.uk
(Central, AHS & Bell's Brae)
01595 744052

Active Schools Coordinator Jennifer Thomson
jennifer.thomson@shetland.gov.uk
(South Mainland)
01595 744011

Sports Development Officer Jack Clubb

Jack.clubb@shetland.gov.uk
01595 744045

Sport & Physical Activity
Officer

Lesley Spence
lesley.spence@shetland.gov.uk
01595 744037

Outdoor Education Officer

Pete Richardson
pete.richardson@shetland.gov.uk
01595 690684

Team Leader - Leisure
Facilities

Magnus Malcolmson

magnus.malcolmson@shetland.gov.uk

01595 744047

Working with Sports Clubs
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Lerwick Boating Club
The Lerwick Boating Club ran some free
weekend taster blocks around Lerwick
Harbour for school aged pupils. The majority
of participants were experiencing rowing for
the first time. The sessions helped to engage
new juniors for their club sessions which are
starting up again after a year off due to the
pandemic.

24 pupils took part

Unst Football Club

Linda has worked closely with Unst Football Club to increase opportunities on the
island. Free weekly sessions on Saturday evenings (affectionately known as
"Duffers Football"!) attracted those who were looking for a recreational kick-about
rather than competitive games. The club also provided a summer programme of
weekly sessions aimed at players from P1 – S4 which culminated in a Football Fun
Day community event. Both were supported with funding from Unst Community
Sports Hub. The summer programme was supplemented with free use of the
football pitch for juniors on a recreational basis. This was negotiated with
Shetland Recreational Trust and proved hugely popular with young locals. This
successful summer of football was rounded off by a visit from the Scottish Football
Association to deliver the Introduction to Coaching Course to 20 North Isles
participants who are all keen to help move football forward into next season.

32 people took part
in 15 sessions of
'Duffers'
Age range 16-60

25 pupils attended the 6
summer sessions
Total attendance figure
for all organised sessions
(senior and juniors) = 877

Working with Sports Clubs
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Shetland Fencing Club

As part of the 'P7 Active Day' at
Dunrossness Primary School, pupils were
treated to a fencing session led by coach
Phil Hibbert. The atmosphere of the session
was fun and joyful after a long–awaited
return to having clubs delivering in schools.
For the majority of pupils it was their first
experience of fencing but hopefully not their
last! Phil and the school are keen to have a
follow up session to further develop the
pupils' skills.

15 pupils took part

Shetland Rugby Football Club
A coach for the Shetland Rugby Club delivered
a session each for S2 & S3 pupils at Sandwick
Junior High School as part of their PE
curriculum lessons. The mixed outdoor sessions
focused on ball handling drills and fun invasion
games as an introduction to the sport. It was a
great partnership working between the school,
the club and Active Schools with the potential
for more similar sessions in the future.

NHS Shetland Walking Group
Although not strictly a 'sports club', Jacqui worked
with the local NHS Senior Walking Group to create
an inter-generational project to bring people
together while being active. Four walk routes were
created in and around the school area so that the
pupil participants could easily introduce the routes
to their families. Walks were led by two qualified
NHS Walk Leaders, lasted around 50 minutes and
involved a further 8 members of the NHS walking
group. Active Schools has also developed a booklet
of the walks that is available to all classes.

31 pupils took part

35 pupils took part

Leadership & Young People
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Sports Leaders UK

Sports Leaders UK training has been designed
to use sport and physical activity to help young
people develop and hone their leadership skills
whilst helping themselves and others stay
physically active. This year we were able to continue
to deliver Level 4 and 5 courses, albeit in a slightly
altered style. This coming year we hope to run Sports
Leaders UK in even more schools in Shetland.

12 students completed Level 4
12 students completed Level 5

Leadership Academy
The Leadership Academy programme
was delivered in Whalsay, Sandwick
and Aith Junior High Schools this year.
The 6 week programme is aimed at
S2/3 pupils and gives them the
chance to develop and practice their
leadership skills by taking part in fun
activities and games in the classroom.
The programme focuses on improving
Problem Solving, Communication,
Creativity, Organisation and
Teamwork skills.
98 pupils

completed the course

Playmakers
The latter half of the year saw the
Active Schools Coordinators back in
schools delivering leadership
programmes to upper primary pupils.
Some Coordinators have been
trialling 'Playmakers', which is a
Sports Leaders UK award that
focuses on introducing and
developing leadership skills for this
age group. Pupils are given the
opportunity to practice these skills by
organising playground games for
their peers and younger pupils
during break and lunchtimes.

138 pupils from 8 schools
completed the course

Changing Lives Through Sport
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Social Fitness & Transition Work
'Social Fitness' was delivered alongside
partners from Childrens Services and
was an important part of transition
work for pupils from small primary
schools moving into larger secondaries
this year. A request has also come in
from a school to have an intensive P6
Social Fitness group to help with more
complex transitions, which is a great
indication that not only the programme
is working well, but that teachers and
schools value its impact.
67 pupils from 10 schools took part

Ability Rugby

Occupational Therapy at NHS Shetland
received funding to look at how we
could improve the health and wellbeing
of children and young people with
neurodevelopmental differences in
Shetland. To understand what these
needs were, the views of children,
young people and their families were
gathered. There was a clear desire to
have specific sport sessions for children
with neurodevelopmental differences
where they could engage with their
peers. These sessions could be adapted
to remove barriers that had previously
prevented them from participating such as too much noise, too many
children and too many instructions.
Active Schools, NHS, Ability Shetland
and Shetland Rugby Club agreed to
work in partnership to offer specific
sessions. The sessions developed
gradually from familiarisation sessions
with the equipment, pitch and coaches,
to taster sessions for a junior (P4 - P7)
group and a seniors group (S1 – S4).
These sessions generated interest in the
club, which has now established a
regular Tuesday night outdoor session
for juniors and a monthly walking rugby
session for all ages and abilities.

Changing Lives Through Sport
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Weekend Football

Following feedback from young people, Cashback funding was used to deliver a
five-week block of football at the 60:40 facility during the weekends in the run up to
Christmas. Staff from Sport & Leisure, Youth Services and Shetland Recreational
Trust worked together to organise the sessions, and following requests from young
people in the north isles, also organised blocks of football in Unst and Yell. These
sessions enabled young people to re-connect after lockdown and have fun with
their friends while providing an opportunity to meet new people.

61 young
people
took part

across the
3 venues

FAST

The 'FAST' programme (Fitness, Attitude, Skill and
Teamwork) uses Cashback for Communities funding
to deliver sessions for young people identified by
local support agencies. Following lockdown, the
project was adapted and restarted in April in a new
venue (the original venue is a vaccination centre).
Weekly sessions provided some routine and
structure as well as opportunities to re-connect with
others and increase physical activity levels. FAST
was expanded this year to include a summer
programme of five 'adventure trips' with participants
involved in the planning. Feedback was positive and
one participant stated they had not left their home
other than visiting the shop since February 2020.

10 young people took
part in FAST this year

Dropbox Sportswear Recycling

In November 2020, Lesley worked closely with the SIC Anchor
Early Action Shetland team to create a targeted donations
project in South Mainland. Donations were collected via local
shops, and the scheme extended to include winter clothing.
Lesley is extremely grateful for the generous donations
received and for the assistance of the shops involved.
Sandra Summers, Anchor Project Officer, said, “We have
noticed an increase in the number of families who are finding
it more of a challenge to afford the range of clothing needed,
especially given the Covid-19 restrictions making outdoor
play more of a necessity in the Winter months. The support
from the local community has been amazing and the local
schools are linking the Early Help Team up with families who
need a little bit of extra support."

Changing Lives Through Sport
ASN Support at Bell's Brae
For two terms of the year, Active Schools
Coordinator Sanna stepped in to support PE
delivery for pupils with Additional Support
Needs at Bell's Brae Primary School. She
delivered a mix of activities such as boccia,
coordination and balance activities, outdoor
stations, ball and parachute games. This
support offered a development opportunity for
Sanna who wished to expand her experience in
working with children with ASN.

Bikeability

A degree of normality resumed surrounding
Bikeability as deliverers were permitted to run
activities outdoors to pupils. Deliverers worked hard
to catch up age-groups which had missed out due to
Covid. Bikeability Level 1 takes place off road, in
playgrounds and multi-courts and covers the basics
of cycling and is delivered to pupils in P2 upwards.
Bikeability Level 2 is offered to all P6 pupils across
Shetland and focuses on learning how to cycle
safely on roads. Some Active Schools Coordinators
were also able to extend their provision to include
lunchtime cycling clubs at their schools where
facilities permitted.

172 pupils completed Level 1
474 pupils completed Level 2

Swim Skills

Active Schools offers extra swimming
lessons to P6/7 pupils throughout
Shetland to help them achieve their
‘Triple S’ (Scotland’s Safe Swimmer
standard) and develop water
confidence before leaving primary
school. Sessions are either for small
groups of up to 6 pupils or on a oneto-one basis if needed.

22 pupils took part
12 pupils passed
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Changing Lives Through Sport
A Return to Sport....

The pandemic brought all community group
sports and physical activities to a halt in the
last months of the previous academic year,
which had a negative impact for so many
on their mental and physical health. Much
of this year was dedicated to supporting
the restart of activities for schools, clubs
and community groups. Clubs had to take
on a large workload to get up and running
when restrictions began to ease, and we
wish to express our gratitude to the
volunteers who worked really hard to get
activities going again.
Through our Sports Development Officer,
Community Sports Hubs and Active
Schools, we supported a range of sports
and activities to restart, by providing both
sport-specific and generic guidance around
covid regulations and use of facilities. We
organised various workshops including two
with the governing bodies for football and
hockey to allow clubs to ask questions
about the rules and regulations being set in
their sport. We supported clubs to purchase
required PPE and sanitiser, as well as
additional equipment where sharing
physical resources between different
groups was an issue.
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Sports Development
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Athlete Travel Award Scheme

After the 2020/21 Athlete Travel Award Scheme
was stopped due to the pandemic, we were able
to open the 2021/22 scheme for application in
August this year. After discussions with our
partners in Orkney, Western Isles, Highland and
sportscotland, it was clear that athletes were
starting to travel off-island for training and
competition. We awarded funding to three
athletes in the first round of applications, with a
second round of applications opening later in the
year. We are rolling out two rounds this year due
to many sports and athletes not knowing what
their training and competition schedule looked
like at the time of the first round. It is great to see
Shetland athletes continuing to compete at a
high level and it is credit to them and their
coaches for working hard through the pandemic
to maintain these standards.

ATAS recipient Layla Todd at
the British Championships

Performance Development Programme
PDP is a programme set up by the Institute of
Sport with the aim of helping island athletes
take the next steps towards performance sport.
Athletes have access to physiotherapy,
supervised Strength and Conditioning sessions
and educational workshops to help them
understand what it takes to be a performance
athlete.
The break in activity caused by the pandemic
allowed us to start afresh with the Programme
and improve its operation and procedures.
Sports Development Officer Jack worked with
partners at the Institute of Sport and other local
authorities to plan and prepare the programme
before restarting. Five new athletes have so far
been selected for Shetland's programme – four
swimmers and one triathlete. They are showing
great progress from their weekly sessions
already. We are in the process of selecting new
athletes from additional sports and hope to
have them inducted soon. Our partners at the
Institute of Sport and Shetland Recreational
Trust have been a huge support in ensuring the
successful running of the programme.

Sports Development
Disability Sport
Ability Shetland has recruited Charis Scott (pictured) as
a Sports Development Coordinator following
successful funding bids. The work to secure funding
and create the post was carried out by the 'Shetland
Sport For All' group, which consists of staff from
Scottish Disability Sport, Ability Shetland, Active
Schools and SIC Sports Development and works to
improve sporting opportunities for people with
disabilities. It was clear that to be able to meet
Shetland Sport For All's wider aims, a full time post
was required and the group held numerous meetings
over the last year to get to this stage. Charis started in
the role in July and has hit the ground running, already
offering new sport and physical activity opportunities
for people with disabilities and developing existing
ones. We look forward to working with Charis to
further develop these opportunities.

Highland and Islands collaboration
One positive of the pandemic has been online
working and the opportunities it has provided to
work even more closely with colleagues in other
areas of Scotland. Every month since the start of
the pandemic, Community Sports Hub Officers
from Highlands and Islands have met as a group
with Jack representing Shetland. This has been a
hugely valuable experience and has offered a
fantastic source of support throughout the
pandemic when discussing different issues and
potential solutions. A variety of topics have been
discussed at meetings with some guest speakers
also attending to enhance learning. It has been one
of the highlights of working through the pandemic
and all involved hope that it will continue into the
future.
Through this collaboration, Orkney offered some
places on their online courses in Club Development
and Volunteer Management to Shetland coaches.
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Sports Development
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Coach & Volunteer courses

Over the past year we have overcome challenges
to offer a variety of coach and volunteer
development opportunities, often taking place
online. Through collaboration with colleagues in
Orkney, we were able to offer places on a Club
Development Planning series. We have also
supported delivery of sport-specific courses
including a gymnastics preschool coaching course,
Introduction to Coaching Football, Netball Level 2
Coaching and Netball Grade C Umpiring course.
Some generic opportunities have been offered
including 'Performance Lifestyle' with the Institute
of Sport, 'Volunteer Management', 'Child
107
Wellbeing and Protection in Sport', 'Coach
Connect' and 'Disability Inclusion Training'.

coaches/volunteers
from 10 sports

Sports Coach Survey

In late 2020 we created a Shetland Sports Coach
Survey to help us understand current levels of
coaching qualifications held by local coaches, as
well as the levels that they aspire to reach, and
whether they would be interested in CPD
opportunities. This was a really beneficial
exercise that gave us some interesting data
which we used to help shape some opportunities
offered to local coaches. Along with
sportscotland we also met with some of the
coaches to discuss the questions in more detail.
We will carry on using the data to shape what
we do going forward.

49 responses
from 15 sports

Virtual Sportshall Athletics

With support from Ability Shetland and
Scottish Disability Sport, we were able to enter
pupils from both Sound Primary and the
Anderson High School into the 'Virtual
Sportshall Athletics' event run by Scottish
Disability Sport. The participants competed in
a number of different events and recorded
their scores which were included in a table
alongside everyone else from across Scotland.
It was great to have Shetland representation
and fantastic to see how much the
participants enjoyed taking part!

12 pupils took part

Community Sports Hubs
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We have 8 successful Community Sports Hubs in Shetland, each led by a member
of Sport and Leisure staff. CSHs bring together key local partners, clubs and
volunteers with the aim of increasing opportunities and inclusion in their local area.

Lerwick &
Shetland-wide

The Lerwick and Shetland-wide
Community Sports Hubs have combined
as this seemed to work best for both
groups. It has been great to see new
clubs engage with the Hub, including
both Lerwick Outdoor Bowls Club and
Shetland Gymnastics which have joined
in recent months. The Hub helped clubs
to get back up and running following the
pandemic lockdowns, and were able to
support with funding to assist the
process. Recently we added 'Poverty and
Inclusion' as an agenda point at
meetings, which has generated some
valuable conversations and enabled
clubs to come up with some great ideas
about ways they can make sport and
physical activity more inclusive in our
communities.

Central

The Central Community Sports Hub is continuing to
grow with two new clubs joining this year. The Hub
supported Burra Hockey to develop a new junior
section, by providing equipment for the club to get
started. The club is proving popular with 15 pupils
taking part.
Covid affected all clubs in the Hub, but most
managed to restart safely when restrictions eased
with the Hub providing advice and guidance around
risk assessments and covid regulations, as well as kit
and sanitising equipment. An added issue was that
Scalloway Games Hall was being used as a vaccine
centre. Some clubs adapted by setting up sessions in
Lerwick, some provided online sessions and others
waited until the Scalloway Games Hall re-opened.
All clubs are now back up and running or are
working towards restarting.

Community Sports Hubs
Whalsay

The Whalsay Community Sports Hub
continues to have excellent
engagement with its members, and
has supported various clubs during
the pandemic. The Hub supported
Whalsay Riding Club to achieve their
Silver Challenge Ride Out Safely
Award, and 3 club members to train
for their British Horse Society Career
Pathway Training Stage 2 Coaching
Award. The Hub helped to fund
equipment for Whalsay Golf Club to
enable junior development over
summer. Support with equipment for
the Whalsay Netball club has
enabled the club re-start with
popular fun sessions over winter and
summer for juniors and seniors.

Unst

The CSH supported clubs to restart activities
through funding the purchase of equipment and
sanitiser, including Unst Netball Club which held
outdoor sessions when they couldn't play
indoors due to covid restrictions. The Hub
provided support to Unst Football Club to get
their 'Duffers' football sessions up and running
over the summer months, and provided
equipment to develop junior coaching sessions.

Yell

All local clubs were keen to restart
activities as soon as the restrictions
eased, and the Hub supported the restart
of football, netball and badminton for
both seniors and juniors when lockdown
restrictions were lifted. The Hub was
used as a platform to discuss sportspecific guidance and take advice on
how to get things back up and running
safely whilst working within the
guidelines provided by sport governing
bodies. Utilising Zoom for meetings has
proven popular and convenient, and will
continue into the future.
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Community Sports Hubs
North Mainland

The North Mainland Community Sports Hub
continues to have excellent representation from
local clubs, with most Hub engagement taking
place online over the last year. The Hub has
supported clubs to restart their activities by
providing equipment to reduce the need for
sharing and also to replace kit no longer fit for
purpose. Equipment provided by the Hub also
enabled Delting Football Club to develop a new
separate Under 6s age group session which has
been very well attended.

South Mainland
The South Mainland Community Sports Hub
meetings were all held online this year and focused
on discussions around returning to sport and how
best to support club coaches and members. The
meetings were well attended and provided a really
useful opportunity to share experiences and offer
advice to one another. With restrictions in place
around sharing equipment, the Hub contributed
towards costs to help clubs purchase additional kit
to enable sessions to take place.

West Mainland
This year the West Mainland Community Sports
Hub focused on the challenges of lockdown and
the return to sport. The Hub supported clubs to
maintain engagement with members, funding to
restart activities, and upskilling of coaches and
volunteers. Through online discussions, it became
clear that clubs needed more qualified volunteers
to enable longer term club development. The Hub
funded a lead climbing course, a boat safety
course and the purchase of new equipment for
fencing. This support will increase club capacities
and upskill volunteers. In the near future we are
hoping to run a water-specific first aid course for
all water sport clubs in Shetland.
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Get Into Summer Programme

We received funding from sportscotland to "improve the
wellbeing of children and young people, providing
opportunities for them to take part in sport and physical
activity, and socialise and reconnect with peers during
summer." We covered the cost of Ability Shetland and
Shetland Recreational Trust's summer activity
programmes, enabling families to access them for
free. We also offered all of our own summer
activities for free and used funding to support
with equipment and venue costs. We supported
clubs to offer junior summer sessions at zero cost,
and subsidised the cost of Scottish Football
Association summer sessions.
We expanded our summer programme, offering
some new activities including Gymnastics Tasters
(delivered by Shetland Gymnastics Club),
Run/Jump/Throw and Outdoor Multi Sport Fun
sessions. We also offered more activities in rural
locations. In the past we have offered two fencing
camps in Lerwick, but this year we offered camps
in Lerwick, Unst, Yell, Brae, Aith and Sandwick.
The attendance at all sessions was excellent.
SIC - 526 distinct participants
With funding in place we were able to offer
SRT - 906 distinct participants
Outdoor Adventure Days for free. In previous
SFA - 259 distinct participants
years we have had to cancel sessions due to low
Ability Shetland uptake - but this year we had to create additional
29 distinct participants
sessions to meet demand!

Picnic & Play in the Park

2021 saw the return of popular 'Picnic and Play in the Park' sessions. We
relocated to the King George V Playing Park due to the Gilbertson Park being used
as a vaccination centre. This move was much appreciated by families and will be
retained as the venue in future. Picnic benches were in place with covid guidance
and hand sanitiser, and a range of fun outdoors equipment was set out for
families and children of all ages to enjoy.

"Had a great day here... well done the organisers!" Quote from parent
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Get Into Summer
Family Bike Sessions

Active Schools worked in partnership with
Rural Connections Shetland this summer to
deliver a series of family workshops across
mainland Shetland. We wanted to encourage
more people to get on their bikes by offering
short, fun and informative sessions to
families. We wanted to give each
individual the skills they need to feel
confident to head outdoors for
a cycle.

27 families took part

Scottish Football Association sessions

The SFA supported by coaches from Aberdeen FC, Ross County FC and local
coaches delivered a summer camp in July. There was great engagement as always
and it was great to see 259 children across the four days. Sessions were outside
with the 60/40 as bad weather backup, with mixed sessions and girls only sessions
for 5–15 year olds.

Ability Shetland

We used Get Into Summer funding to enable
Ability Shetland to extend their summer
provision to include those who struggle to
access their ASN Holiday Club due to finances,
geography or their specific support needs. They
provided person-centred support to young
people within their own communities and by
using staff who were already known to them
and their families. This reduced anxieties and
meant an individualised plan of activities could
be put in place. Ability Shetland offered a free
Disability Sports Camp in line with Scottish
Disability Sport Camp Week with 1:1 support
for participants. This was also the first time
outdoor adventure activities have been included
in Ability Shetland's summer programe.

29 children and young
people took part in
Disability Sports Week

Get Into Summer
Pedal Lerwick

We received funding from Pedal for
Scotland to support the delivery of our
first 'Pedal Lerwick' event. Pedal
Lerwick was a fun and safe cycling
event suitable for beginners and all
ages. The route is a one-way flat loop
on closed roads in the heart of Lerwick,
with an optional hill for those who
wanted to make it a little more
challenging. We received over £5000 of
funding which was used to purchase a
new 'cycling skills circuit' and a gazebo
tent for registrations. We also used the
money to promote the event, and to
bring Highland Cycle Ability Centre up
to Shetland with a range of adapted
bikes for people with disabilities. This
was supported by staff from Ability
Shetland who organised hire of the
adapted bikes on the day and support
for those who required it to take part.
The public were also able to try tennis
or bowls for free in the Flower Park
where a handful of bowls coaches
were on hand to give tips and advice to
anyone wishing to give it a go.
Relay for Life Shetland also raised some
funds for Cancer Research UK through
their pop-up cafe which was also
situated in the Flower Park.
Free goodie bags were available for all
children taking part in the cycle and
there was a free raffle draw for all
participants. We are grateful to
Specsavers for the provision of the
goodie bags, a raffle prize and also for
providing staff as volunteer marshals at
the event. Over 500 people were
registered for the event, and with the
sun even making a rare appearance on
the day, the atmosphere was certainly
bright and cheerful. The day provided a
welcome means of getting together
safely after over a year of uncertainty in
the pandemic.

Photos courtesy of Kevin Jones
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Communications
Social Media

With Sport and Leisure staff raising their online
presence in lockdown times during the
pandemic, we have worked hard to increase
engagement across our social media pages and
be part of national initiatives run through
sportscotland and other partners. These include
#SportHour, #ActiveEveryDay and a range of
challenges and focused work based on themes.
We have also used our own pages to engage
with the Shetland public and create a range of
our own fun sport challenges.

Communications groups

Active Schools Coordinator Danny had the
opportunity to engage with a number of
Communications Working Groups this year
which has included a sportscotland National
Communications working group and a local
group aimed at developing a Social Media
Strategy for the Shetland Islands Council. This
involvement has increased his knowledge, ideas
and skills which has benefited the wider team.

Active Every Day

Sportscotland introduced this initiative
early in 2021 to encourage everyone to
improve their activity levels and get
'active every day' in February. Sport &
Leisure service also embraced the
challenge by taking part themselves,
and also using social media to raise
awareness and get all ages involved.
We encouraged the public to share
photos or videos of themselves being
active and selected our favourite who
won a prize. We also held a prize draw
for all who completed activity diaries
and sent them in to us. The initiative
proved very popular with many feeding
back to us how the challenge increased
their activity and fitness levels during
the dark winter and second lockdown
period.

We received:
17 calendars
43 images

Communications
Service Newsletter

December 2020 marked the creation of our first
Sport and Leisure Newsletter, which shared
details about some of the projects the team had
been working on in the months towards the end
of the year. With times being so unusual and so
many of our regular projects and activities
being cancelled, we wanted to remind families,
schools and the wider community that we were
still keeping busy by highlighting some of the
work we had undertaken and projects
achieved. We sent the newsletter out to schools
and shared it across our social media. We hope
to publish another Newsletter for 2021 which
will be shared widely again.

Peerie Wanders

During lockdown, Sport & Leisure
staff created a series of 10 videos
of walking routes for individuals
and families to try. The routes
highlighted some of the “Peerie
Wanders” which are walk booklets
created by NHS Shetland in
conjunction with SIC, and covered
short walks in many parts of
Shetland. We hoped to encourage
people to enjoy the outdoors and
discover new places to keep active.

Mascot Competition

As part of the Sport and Leisure online
offerings during the second lockdown in
winter, we ran a ‘Design a Mascot’
competition for pupils across Shetland.
We had 65 entries across the 3 age
groups which were judged by the Sport &
Leisure team. With so many entries it
was a difficult decision, but ‘Huffsie’ the
sheep designed by Iona Nicolson from
Brae Primary School was finally selected
as the winner! Her design was brilliantly
brought to life by graphic designers
at Shetland's Art Machine!
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Active Shetland Strategy
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The Active Shetland Strategic Group decided to focus on three key areas and created a
working group for each made up of staff from all partner agencies plus other relevant
and interested groups.

Supporting the Inactive to Become Active
With the topic of inclusion becoming more and more of
a focal point on government and other agendas, we
created this working group to help identify the inactive
and support them to take part in regular activity. The
group consists of Active Schools, sportscotland,
Shetland Recreational Trust, NHS Shetland and
ZetTrans. They decided it was important to initially
gather benchmark data and identify the inactive and
their barriers to participation. They created an online
and paper survey which gathered over 1400
responses. The data will be analysed and will be
helpful in shaping plans and actions moving forward.

Poverty and Inclusion in Sport
This working group consists of members from
Sport & Leisure, Shetland Recreational Trust,
NHS Shetland, Ability Shetland, sportscotland
and Anchor Project. So far, the group has
generated some valuable discussions about
tackling barriers to physical activity, and have
created a document detailing what clubs offer
discounted or free memberships or equipment.
This can then be shared by those who work
directly with people that may experience cost
as a barrier to participation. The group have
ensured that Poverty & Inclusion is now an
agenda point on Community Sports Hubs
meetings to get clubs discussing how they can
adapt to become more inclusive.

Active Outdoors

The Active Outdoors Working Group is made up of staff
from Active Schools, Outdoor Education, RSPB, Shetland
Recreational Trust, SusTrans, Nature Scotland, Shetland
Community Bike Project, Shetland Amenity Trust and
Outdoor Access. The priority is to encourage children and
adults to connect with their natural environment and
provide opportunities to enjoy the outdoors. The group is
creating a contact list of outdoor clubs and activities on
offer in Shetland, and an action plan focused on
activities, accessibility, promotions and encouraging
collaborative working to achieve outcomes.

Outdoor Education
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Our Philosophy
Service Newsletter
"To offer young people and adults opportunities for
personal challenge in the outdoors and an intimate
appreciation of the wild landscape of Shetland"
Outdoor Education Officer, Pete Richardson,
works alongside qualified and experienced
outdoor education workers to provide a range
of outdoor adventurous activities for school
pupils, youth and community groups, and the
general public. The aim is to connect people to
the wild natural landscape and nature of
Shetland, to one another and to themselves. At
the end of any experience it is hoped that
individuals will have a deeper appreciation of
their surroundings and of their own ability,
through participating in a range of activities,
including rock scrambling/climbing, hill
walking, coasteering, and canoeing.
Pete and his team deliver the John Muir Award
Scheme “explore days” to pupils, which is an
environmental award focused on wild places,
and connecting with, enjoying and caring for
the natural environment. It does this through a
structured scheme where participants aim to
meet four Challenges – Discover, Explore,
Conserve and Share. They also support the
expedition section of the Duke of Edinburgh
Awards, both training and assessing
candidates in the necessary skills to undertake
overnight camping expeditions.
Covid has had an impact on delivery, however
by working with smaller groups, staying land
based, and quarantining kit we were able to
maintain a full program of delivery throughout
the non-lockdown periods. Highlights of these
covid times would be days spent with ASN
groups, the Bridges project, and the activity
days delivered duriing the summer holidays.

530 young people
took part

Facilities Management
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Magnus Malcolmson and his team of staff have responsibility for the management
of a wide range of leisure facilities, which include play areas, multi-courts, games
halls, grass sports pitches, a bowling green, flower park and a 9-hole golf course.

Play Areas and Multi-courts

71 Play areas and 15 multi-courts are located within
communities the length of Shetland from Fair Isle to
Haroldswick, Unst. The facilities are regularly
inspected and maintained to a high standard and are
available for use by all ages and abilities. Three new
items of play equipment have recently been installed
at Mossbank primary school.
Photo courtesy of Rosalind Griffiths

Games Halls
Four Games Halls are managed by the service:
Gilbertson Park, Sandwick, Scalloway and Brae, and
are used for sporting activities. With the exception of
the Gilbertson Park Games Hall, which was used as a
vaccination centre by the NHS, these facilities
remained closed for the majority of the pandemic, but
are now all open and being used by the community.

Parks and Pitches

A small team of dedicated staff manage and maintain sports pitches within
Lerwick, and also undertake specialist grounds maintenance works on rural
football pitches. These facilities, in addition to a bowling green, flower park
with tennis court and golf course at the Knab are all maintained to an
excellent standard.

